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The model 

I shall consider, as a starting point for further modifications, the generalisations of 
Goodwin's growth cycle mode! presented in Sordi (2001, 2003). The unifying ele
ment ofthe latter contributions is the attempt to relax one or another ofthe simpli
fying assumptions introduced by Goodwin in order to obtain a dynamical system 
of the Lotka-V o l terra type. In Sordi (200 l) i t is shown that the relaxation of the 
classica! assumption about savings and the consideration of the differential savings 
hypothesis à la Kaldor-Pasinetti causes the dynamical system of the mode! to 
become of the third order. 1 In Sordi (2003), on the other hand, assuming for sim
plicity that the workers' propensity to save is equa! to zero, I have considered a 
different generalisation- which is obtained by introducing into the mode! an inde
pendent investment function and an adjustment mechanism to goods market dise
quilibrium - and shown that this modification too causes the dynamical system of 
the mode! to become of the third order. In both cases, the steps required to apply 
the Hopf bifurcation theorem to prove the possibility of periodi c solutions for the 
mode! are simple ones. In the present contribution I intend to put together the two 
generalisations by considering a version of the mode l with the assumption of both 
differential savings and disequilibrium in the goods market. To concentrate on 
these two modifications, I use a version of the mode! that is otherwise as dose as 
possible to Goodwin's simple originai formulation. 

The notation and basic assumptions I use throughout the chapter are listed in 
Table 21.1. 

In addition to the assumptions of a constant exponential growth of both labour 
force and productivitJ'of labour I borrow from Goodwin (1967), the building 
blocks ofthe present version ofthe mode! can be briefly described as follows: 

Real-wage dynamics: 

w= f(v, v)= h{ v)+ À.v, h( v)> O, h{v) >O, h(O) < OVv, limh(v) = =, À. >O (21.1) 
v~ l 

This more generai formulation of the Phillips curve-type dynamics for the real 
wage is intended to incorporate Phillips' originai idea that labour's bargaining 
power will be higher in phases where the employment is high, and the more so, 
the more the employment rate tends to rise (see Phillips 1958: 299). To the best 
of my knowledge, this formulation was first introduced into a modified version 
of Goodwin's mode! by Cugno and Montrucchio (1982: 97-8) and then 
employed by other authors, for example by Sportelli (1995: 42-3). In order to 
simplify and concentrate on the two above mentioned modifications of the 
mode!, I retain the originai formulation in real terms of wage dynarnics. 

Savings behaviour: 

Se= sJ'c = SJkc =se( l - u)qe (21.2) 

Sw = Sw(w/ +P w)= sw(w/ + rk,.) = Swq- sw(l - u)qe (21.3) 
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Tab/e 21.1 Notation and basic assumptions 

for any variable x, x= dx/dt, x= x/x 
q, output 
q', expected output 
l, employment 
q/l= a= a,e"', a> O, labour productivity 
n= no(!', p> O, labour force 
g.= a +p, natura! rate of growth 
g, rate of growth of output 
w, rea! wage 
u =wl/q, share ofwages 
v= l/n, employment rate 
k = kc + k.,, capitai stock 
kc = ek, capitai stock held by capitalists 
k., =(l - e)k, capitai stock held by workers 
k!, desired capitai stock 
a= klq, capital-output ratio 
e= k)k, proportion of capitai held by capitalists 
Pc, capitalists' profits 
P w, workers' profits 
P=Pc+Pw 
r = P/k =(l - u)qlk =(l - u)la, rate of profit 
sw, Sw, workers' propensity to save and workers' savings respectively 
se, Se, capitalists' propensity to save and capitalists' savings respectively 
O::;; Sw <se::;; l 
S=Sw+Sc 

This formulation incorporates Kaldor's (1956) differential savings hypothesis 
according to which both capitalists and workers save a fixed proportion of their 
incomes with the propensity to save of the latter strictly less than the propensity 
to save ofthe former. 2 

Investment equations: 

kw = Sw(wf +p w)= Swq- Sw(l - u)qe {21.4) 

k = ç(Jél- k), ç > o (21.5) 

kc =k-kw (21.6) 

This formulation incorporates the idea that, with regard to investment, capi
talists and workers behave in rather different ways.3 It appears reasonable to 
assume that workers own their shares of the stock of capitai only indirectly, 
through loans to the capitalists fora return of interest (Pasinetti 1962: 171). To 
simplify, in equation (21.4) I have assumed that workers loan out to the capital
ists the full amount oftheir savings, this influencing the number but not the logic 
of my exercise. Capitalists, o n the other band, decide ho w much to in v est bearing 
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in mind the amount of output they want to produce. Thus, once they ha ve estab
lished the desired leve! of production and consequentiy al so the desired stock of 
capitai, they decide their investment - on the basis of a flexible accelerator 
mechanism - in order to close the gap between the desired stock of capitai and 
the actuai stock (see Goodwin 1948). This is forrnalised in equation (21.5) where 
kf is related to expected output and I bave assumed that expectations are of the 
extrapolative type so that (see Gandolfo 1997: 219): 

1(1 = aif =a( q+ nj), .. >o 

Thus, (21.5) becomes: 

k = çca+ mxj-a)q, ç> o (21.7) 

Eventually, as specified in equation (21.6), the variation of the amount ofthe 
stock of capitai heid by capitalists simply follows as a residua!, after the amount 
oftotal investment has been decided by them on the basis ofthe flexibie acceler
ator and workers bave decided how much tosa ve and 'loan' to capitalists. 

Goods market adjustment mechanism: 

q= g.,q + rt(ic - S) (21.8) 

According to this forrnulation, the dynamics of output is govemed by an 
error-adjustment mechanism such that output reacts to excess demand taking 
account also of a trend component. 4 Choosing the time-unit in such a way that 
ç = l and substituting from (21.7), equation (21.8) becomes: 

q= g, + Y/la +mq- a- s .. - (se- s .. )( l- u)e] 

from which: 

A= g,+ 'Ila-s .. ) -~a+ (se-s,.)(l-u)e] 
q I-11m l-17m (21.9) 

Derivation ojthe dynamical system ojthe mode/ 

W e are now in a position to derive the reduced forrn dynamical system of the 
mode!. First, from the definition of the variable v, equation (21.9) and the 
assumptions about the dynamics of n and a (see T ab le 21.1) i t follows that: 

A _'Ila- s,. + mg,) _~[a+ (se- s,.)(l - u)e] 
v- 1-'lm I-17m {21.10) 

Second, from the definition ofthe variable u and equation (21.1), we obtain: 

u =h( v)+ lv -a 
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(21.11) 

Moreover, from (21.7) and (21.9): · 

k =(a- a)+ m~ g.,+ '!la-s,.) -~[a+ (sc-s,.)(I- u)e]) 
a a l-17m l-17m 

(21.12) 

so that: 

8 = i:(i.- 1) _ ic,. =i:(~)- [s,.-s .. (I-u)E] 
ke ke e ea 

=ca- a)( I- e)+ m( I- e)[g, + 17@- s,.) -~[a+ (se- s,.)(I- u)e]) 
ae ae l - 11m l - 11m 

_ [s .. -s .. e~ - u)e] (21.13) 

Finally, (21.9) and (21.12) imply that: 

_=(a- a)+ (O.- a)[g" +'Ila- s.,)_ ~[a+ (se- s,.){l- u)e]l (21.14) 
a a a l - 17m l - 17m 

Equations (21.10), (21.11), (21.13) and (21.14) forrn a complete 40-dynamical 
system in the four endogenous variables v, u, e and a: 

o '1 - - )} v=-1---{a-s,. + mg,- a- (sc-s,.)(I- u e v 
-17m (21.15) 

u = [h(v) +..l. v- a]u = [G(v, u, e, a)- a]u (21.16) 

o - ca- a)(l -e)+ m( l -e) {g +'Ila- s ) -'Ila+ (se- s.,)(l- u)e]} 
e- a a( I -11m' " w 

-[s.,-s,.;I-u)e] 

{a.- a) a= ca- a)+ -1 - {g, +'Ila- s.,)- '7La + (se- s,.)(l - u)e]} 
-17m 

where the function G(v, u, e, a) in equation (21.16) is such that: 

G ( ) _ h'( d 0 G ( ) _ ÀY/(Se - s,.)e 
v v, u, e, a - v1 > , u v, u, e, a -

1 -'!m 

À71(se- s .. )( l - u) À71 
G,(v, u, e, a)= 1 , G,(v, u, e, a)= --

1 
-

-17m -11m 

(21.17) 

(2.18) 
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Letting E:::::= (v+, u+, t:+, v+) stand for the unique positive equilibrium point of 
the mode!, from (21.16) it follows that: 

v+- h-1(a) 

Moreover, we must have: 

U- Sw + Cirg,- a+- (se- Sw)(l - u+)e+ = 0 

Ur(l +) 
((T-a+)(l-t:+)+ 

1 
-t: {g,+17((T-sw) 

-17aT 

(21.19) 

-17[a+ +(se- s.,)( l- u+)t:+]}- [sw- Sw(l- u+)t:+] =O (2.20) 

(cTr a+) la- a+) + 
1 

- {g, + 17la- Sw) -17[a+ +(se- sw)(l - u+)t:+]} = O (21.21) 
-l7aT 

Substituting from (21.19), (21.20) and (21.21) gives 

(U- a+)(l -t:+)+ Ur(l - t:+)g,- [s.,- sw(l - u)t:] =O 

(U- a+)+ (Ur- a+)g, =O 

Thus, from (21.23): 

11(1 + rg,) 
a+= (l+ g,) 

Then, substituting (21.24) in (21.19) and (21.22), 

- +- /1(1 + rg,) ( )(l +) +-O a-Sw mg,- (l+ ) - Se-Sw -U e -g, 

[a- ~i :;~)]o -t:+)+ Ur{l - t:+)g,- [sw- s"'( l - u+)t:+] =O 

we get the equilibrium values for e and u, which are given by:5 

(21.22) 

(21.23) 

(21.24) 

e+= l - sw[sc(l + g,)- agnCJ + rg/1)] se[g,/1(1 + rg,)- sw(l + g,)] (21.25) 
(se- sw)g,a(l + rg,) (se- sw)g,a(l + rg,) 

an d 

+ _ l - g,/1( l + rg,) (21.26) 
u - sc(l + g,) 
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Ali these expressions simplify notably when expectations are such that r = l, 
which we assume to be the case from now on. Thus, the positive equilibrium 
point of the dynamical system is given by: 

E:::::= (v+, u+, t:+, a+)= (h-l( a), l- g,a, se(g,a- sw>, a) 
se (se- sw)g,,a 

where, given the economie meaning ofthe variables, we must have: 

O< h-1(a) <l o < l - &. < l o < sc(g,a- sw) < l o <a 
Se (se- Sw)g,a 

The first and the last of these conditions are always satisfied. Thus, the crucial 
conditions are the second and the third one. lt is straightforward to show that 
they are both satisfied when 

0 :5:sw < ug, <Se :5: J (21.27) 

lt is a matter of simple algebra to show that the positive equilibrium point E: 
guarantees resu1ts that, as should be expected, have both a Pasinettian-Kaldorian 
and a Goodwinian fl.avour. First, substituting in (21.9) and (21.12), it is easy to 
show that the coordinates of W are such to guarantee a steady-state growth of 
output and ofthe capitai stock at a rate equa! to the natura! rate: 

(qt=(kt=~- rt&P" = 
l - 17a l - 17a g, 

Second, substituting in the definition ofthe rate ofprofit, we have that in the 
steady state the Cambridge equation is satisfied: 

1- u+ _fia. 
r+=~- Se 

Third, substituting in (21.1), it follows that in the steady state the real wage 
grows at the same rate as labour productivity: 

(w t= h( v+)= a 

Fourth, in order to be economically meaningful it requires that condition 
(21.27) is satisfied and this guarantees that the 'Pasinetti case' holds. Finally, 
and most importantly, it is possible to show that there exist parameter values for 
which E: becomes locally unstable and that, when this happens, the mode! may 
have a limit cycle solution. This fina! result can be easily illustrated by using the 
Hopf bifurcation theorem. In order to do that, as a preliminary step, we need to 
carry out a !oca! stability analysis. 
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Local stability analysis and the emergence of limit cycle behaviour 

The Jacobian matrix JfE• of the dynamical system (21.15)--{21.17) linearised at 
E+ is: 

~ .. ~ ~, j, j, j,. ~ 
122 h3 h4 
l32 l33 l34 
o o j44 

w h ere: 

· _ 8vi _ '7(Sc-Sw)e+V+ _ '7Sc(g,;u-Sw)v+ 
l 12 - 8u E+ - l - '7(1 - (l - '7{j)g,a 

j = ()VI = yt(sc- Sw)(l - u+)v+ = yt(sc- Sw)&,av+ 
13 8e E+ l - yta (l - '7{j)Sc 

. avi 11v+ 
l 14 = Ba E+ = l - yta 

. - aul -h'( +) +- h'(v+)(sc- gii) 
lzt - 8v E+- V U - Se 

j = f}U l = Àyt(Sc- Sw)e+u+ = Àyt(gp- Sw)(sc- g,;U) 
22 8u E+ l - '7(1 (l - yt{j)g,a 

Àyt(sc- sw)g,a(sc- g,,(j) 
. (l - yt{j)s~ 

. _&ul _ À17(sc-sw)(1-u+)u+ 
h3 - Be E• - l - '7a 

j =aui = À17u+ = Àyt(sc-g,(j) 
24 8a E+ l - yta (l - yt{j)Sc 

· - 88 l _ 11 ' )(l +) + Sw + _ SwSc(g,a- Sw)(Y/Sc- g,) 1 -- - ~s - s -e e --e -32 au E+ l - 17G c w (j (l - yt{j)(sc- sw)g?!J 

. = at l = rt(sc- sw) (l- +)(l- +) + sw(l- u+) 
h3 a g, l - e u -e E• - yta a 

= (se- Sw)g,- 17Sc(g,a- Sw) 
(l - yt{j)sc 

j 
4 

= 881 =-{l+ (1-Yfa)g,](l-e+) + [Sw-Swe+(l- U+)] 
3 aa E+ ql -Yf{j) ((j)2 

sw(sc- ag,) 
(l -rt(i)(sc- Sw)g,pl 

}44 = ~:L.= -o + g,) 

Under the following two assumptions, which can be shown to hold for a wide 
range of plausi h le parameter values, 
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Assumption l. The desired capital-output ratio is high enough and such that: 

(j > llrt 

Assumption 2. The natura! growth rate is high enough to satisfy: 

g,> YfSwSc >0 
scO -rtQ)- Sw 

the signs of all non-zero elements of Jfp are uniquely determined and such 
that: 

l12 < 0}13 > 0}14 >o 
l21 > 0}22 < 0}23 > 0}24 > o 
)32 < Oj33 < Oj34 > O 
j44 <o 

Then, simple calculation shows that the characteristic equation is given by: 

(À- j 44)[À3 + AÀ2 +B).+ C] = O 

w h ere 

A = -(}22 + )33) > O 
B = hll33-J23j32-J12J2t > O 
C= l12l21l33- j13j21l32 > 0 

Thus, one characteristic root is certainly negative and equal to 

Àt -j44 <o 

whereas the other three are the roots of: 

).3 + AÀ2 + BÀ +C= O 

Given that A, B and C are all positive, from the necessary and sufficient 
Routh-Hurwitz conditions for all characteristic roots to be negative if real or 
have a negative real part if complex it follows that the equilibrium point is 
locally asymptotically stable if and only if: 

AB-C> O 

Selecting the propensity to save out of wages as the bifurcation parameter, it 
is possible to show that: 
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A(sw)B(sw)- C(sw) 

~2 2-=2 {-[sw(I?Sc- g,)(l - u+)- À17(g,(i- sw)u+ 
l?v) g,, 

+ (l - 110)g;P']11sc(g,a- sw)u+[Àg, + v+h'(v+)] 

+(l -1?1T)g'$17sc(gna- sw)v+h'(v+)u+} 

so that 

A(sw)B(sw)- C(sw)~ O 

according to whether: 

-[sw(I?Sc- g,)(l - u+)- À17(g,a- Sw)u+ 

+(l -11U)g$]11Sc(gna- sw)u+[Àg, +v+ h'( v+)] 

+ 11sc(g,a- sw)(l -17a)g;av+h'(v+)u+ ~O 

which simplifies to: 

F(sw) = [-sw(I?Sc- g,)(l - u+) + Àl?(g,p-sw)u+][Àg, + v+h'(v+)]- (l-l?a)g7,aÀN 

When workers do not save, so that Sw > O, Assumption l guarantees that we 

ha ve: 

F(O) > O H A(O)B(O)- C( O) > O 

namely, that ali the Routh-Hurwitz conditions for stable roots are satisfied. The 
same holds for sufficiently small Sw >O by continuity. We have thus proved the 
following: 

Proposition l. Under Assumptions l and 2, if the propensity to save out of 
wages is sufficiently low and such that 

F(sw) >O 

the positive equilibrium E+ of the dynamical system (21.15)-(21.18) is 
locally asymptotically stab/e. 

The function F(sw) is a decreasing function of s.,. As a consequence, when sw is 
further increased, the difference A(sw)B(s.,)- C(sw) sooner or later becomes negat
ive so that there exists a parameter value SwH such that A(swH)B(swH) - C(swH) = O 
and F(swH) * O. W e bave thus established the possibility of persistent cyclical 
paths ofthe variables ofthe model: 
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Proposition 2. Under Assumptions l and 2, there exists a value ofthe pro
pensity to save out ofwages 

s = g,aÀ17u+[À.g, + v+h'(v+)]- (l -17a)g~aÀ > 
0 

wH [Àg, + v+h'(v+)][(I?Sc- g,)(l - u+) + À17u+] 

at which the dynamica/ system (21.15)-(21.18) undergoes an Hopf 
bifurcation. 

Proposition 2, however, proves only the existence part ofthe Hopfbifurcation 
theorem and says nothing about the uniqueness and stability of the closed orbits. 
With the help ofnumerical simulation, however, it is not difficult to find values of 
the parameters ofthe model that satisfy ali conditions required by the analysis we 
bave performed and that are such that when the positive equilibrium point loses 
local stability a stable closed orbit emerges. For example, using for simplicity a 
linear generalised Phillips curve-type dynarnics for rea! wages, such that: 

w = h(v) +Àv "'-y+ pv+ Àv 

and the following set ofparameter values: 

11= l sc=0.8 a=2.57 ·a=0.0221 
P=0.0037 y=0.92 p= l À=O.l 

such that: 

v+"' 0.9421 u "'0.9171 E/"' 0.5389 
SwH"' 0.0349 

and choosing sw = 0.0354, ali trajectories converge to a limit cycle. More pre
cisely, as appears from Figures 21.1 and 21.2, and as was to be expected from 
!oca! analysis, the capital-output ratio converges monotonically and rapidly to 
its equilibrium value, whereas the other three variables persistently fluctuate 
around their equilibrium values. 

at~--,----,----,---~----r----.----r---,----,----T----r----r---,----,--~ 

a 

cf 

l 2 3 4 & 6 7 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 1& 

Figure 21.1 Dynamics ofthe capital-output ratio. 
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Figure 21.2 Visualization ofthe growth cycle in 2D and 3D. 

Conclusions 

In tbis cbapter we bave investigated a generalisation of the growth cycle mode! 
obtained by taking a lead from some ofVela's suggestions. W e bave arrived at a 
version of the mode! with a four-dimensional dynamical system in tbe employ
ment rate, tbe sbare of wages, the proportion of capitai beld by capitalists and 
the capital-output ratio. First, we bave utilised the Hopf bifurcation theorem to 
prove the existence of persistent and self-sustained growth cycles and, second, 
we have given numerica! evidence that the emerging limit cycle is stable. Thus, 
we can conclude that our modification of the growth cycle mode! represents a 
nove! case in which that mode! gives rise to persistent fl.uctuations of the vari
ables (to be added to those already existing in the economie literature). 

What we have done in this chapter, however, provides only a basic under
standing of the dynamics of the model. Much remains to be done both in terms 
of local and global bifurcation analysis. Moreover, to concentrate on the effects 
of the introduction into the mode l of the 1differential savings hypothesis an d dise
quilibrium in the goods market, I ha ve used the simple linear fl.exible accelerator 
as an explanation of investment and neglected many other possible extensions of 
the mode!, well established in the existing literature. However, given that both 
the existence part of the Hopf bifurcation theorem and some useful numerica! 
techniques such as two-parameter bifurcation diagrams and chaos plots can be 
applied to higher dimensionai dynamical systems as well, there seems to be 
room for a closer analysis of tbe dynamics of the present mode! and for further 
generalisation along tbe lines bere suggested and sketcbed. 

'l' . 
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Notes 

l This is a basic fact that appears to have been overlooked in the literature. Balducci and 
Candela (1982: III f.), for example, after having assumed the classica! hypothesis, 
justizy their assumption by writing that 'the different assumptions like the Kaldor
Pasinetti one do not substantially modifY the content of the analysis'. As far as I am 
aware, the only other contribution that hints at the fact that a proper consideration of 
workers' saving along Kaldor-Pasinetti lines leads to a mode! with a higher
dimensional dynamical system is the article by van der Ploeg (1984) where, however, 
the resulting dynamics are not analysed in detail. 

2 To obtain (21.3), ignoring risk and uncertainty, I have assumed, following van der 
Ploeg (1984: 8), that the rate ofinterest is equa! to r. 

3 In doing this, I am following Vela's suggestion (1983: 248) according to which in a 
macrodynamic mode! in which we allow savings out of wages in addition to savings 
out of profits we should modizy the concept of a single investment function. The two 
investment equations I consider, however, are different from the ones introduced by 
him. 

4 In making this assumption I am again following a suggestion by Vela (see, for example 
Velupillai 1982b: 81 or 2006: 754-5) according to which any proper generalisation of 
the growth cycle mode! should concentrate on relaxing Goodwin's assumption of equi
librium in the goods market. As in the previous case, however, the formulation I have 
chosen to work with is different from the one suggested by Vela and is instead the one 
used in the growth cycle mode! advanced by Glombowski an d Krilger ( e.g. 1988). 

5 When sw = O, we obtain E/ = l, i.e. ali the capitai stock is held by capitalists whereas 
the opposite case, with 1:/ =O, is obtained when se= O. 
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